
 “ Predicting public consumer exhibitions ”  

  

Although consumer exhibitions involves  relatively small portion of market-17%  

- they are dealing with big challenges such as problems as attending venues, 

reservation of the date of organizing exhibition and presenting their merits to the 

city. 

The future of consumer exhibition is obvious - they have proved the promotion 

of participation, having net square feet, and spending general expenditures and 

filling up hotels capacities. However, in spite of positive clues, consumer 

exhibitions confronts with some negative points. For example, many of assembling 

and venues do not organize consumer exhibitions.  

The legislators of Massachusetts have omitted the exhibitions of household 

appliances from new center of Boston exhibition, which was supposed to hold in 

2004, and San Francisco venue does not hold the boat and handicrafts industries 

events. Now the debate is on this that whether plants and flowers fair of 

Philadelphia and other general shows which are organized for a long time should 

be omitted from Pennsylvania exhibition or not. 

The main problem is the role and responsibility of venues due to the whole city. 

Heywood Sanders, Texas University at San Antonio professor of administrative 

sciences asks, “Do venues are merely sponsoring a special industry and or they are 

public facilities which are seeking more general target?” this is the quest which the 

society should decide about.” The result of this debate is only one factor that 

effects on the future of consumer exhibitions. Producers of other tendencies should 

consider the relating problems of location reservation, emphasizing their impact on 

city, finding a suitable location and forming the strategically taking parts for the 

growth of exhibition preservation. Here the manner of affecting these problems on 

the perspective consumer exhibition presented.   

 The number of occasions 

According to the exhibition industry statistics by the venue of industry 

researches (CEIR), among 13185 exhibitions organized in the USA, only 2227 

exhibitions with almost 17 % are consumer exhibitions. National Association of 

Convenience Stores (NACS) only 1458-consumer exhibitions use the least venue 

space of 3000 sq. ft. 

According with the report of EXPO magazine (October 2001), the average of 

consumer exhibitions work in 415 exhibitions. This means an 11/1 % reduction 

since 1999. The largest exhibition held works averagely with 24439 people (about 



3/7 %) in net 182000 sq. ft (a 13 % increase). The greatest consumer exhibition has 

averagely occupied 1124 rooms in hotels. Consumer exhibition organizers have 

averagely spent 1/1 million dollars in their exhibition which has a 17/2 % increase. 

Taking part is one of the problems, which hits with economy stagnancy. The 

2000 evaluation by the international association of assembly of managers (IAAM) 

and NACS showed that generally taking part in consumer exhibitions from 1999 to 

2000 has had increase. 

The priority of location reservation 

Organizers of public consumer exhibitions have always had difficulty for 

location reservation and maintaining of the date. Moreover, in some connections 

the most of locations organizer are consistently sever. Lora Campbell of women 

exhibition division says, “We use exhibition buildings that are nearly 15 to 19 

years old. When the status of an exhibition which has 16 years held changes 

suddenly we feel pressed due to stand owners and visitors and that definitely 

affects on our manner of activities.” 

On the evaluation of NACS/IAAM taken, 60 % of interviewees said that their 

exhibition building for consumer exhibitions considers a long-term priority. More 

than 16 % of locations organizers declared that they determine a five years priority. 

More than 15 % of exhibition buildings have shortened this time gap to three years. 

These figures comprise with the results of previous year. While nothing more has 

changed in this area, however there is one anxiety remains that managers should 

behave on the basis of fixed and regular criteria. 

The impact of economy 

The impact of economy is an important matter that in the product cycles of 

consumer exhibition and its importance is increasing daily. Groups and individuals 

should conceive the notion that both time and expenses of these researches can 

lead to reservation of location, the growth of people awareness, and attracting and 

preserving stand owners. 

Alison Jackson, marketing and sale manager of exhibition venue of Salt Palace 

in the state of Utah says, “I encourage my advertising group to stay and to do 

research but a research can only give them more understanding and worth and 

accounts to an incentive for holding the occasion. This research increases the 

validity of the advancing development of exhibition industry.” 

   The impact of ethnography   

The financial matter is a two-sided street. The venues prepare a detailed 

ethnography reports to attract new exhibitions for themselves. In past May, Florida 



venue with 150,000 sq. ft. did a research about ethnography on market level and 

advertisers of consumer exhibition made the event organizers and sponsors target. 

This 13 pages report with evidencing charts and tables covers all the items from 

household incomes in the circle of 50 miles and consumer expenditures for a 

number of families and residential profiles. A total cost about 5000 dollars 

estimated. Charlie Don, marketing assistant of Florida venue says,” we should 

know our customers, more we help the organizers of market events we will be 

more successful in renting exhibition space.”      

        In 2000, Salt Lake venue did a comprehensive ethnography research. The 

information resulted showed a real mix of the region that exhibition managers can 

use them for consumer and national exhibition exhibitions.  

   The development of venues  

The development of venue is a need felt in consumer exhibitions. At Salt Lake, 

the space of 365,000 sq. ft. often reserved for trade exhibitions. Hereto the 

construction of exhibition center of in 243000 sq. ft. confirmed too that for the first 

articles of consumer exhibition immediately reserved.  

Exhibition centers development, exhibition space at hotel, development of small 

private exhibition halls and the use of other countries from various venues for 

holding commerce exhibition is completely evident. In fact, the EXPO magazine 

has identified 116 venues and hotels in all around the world that have been made 

for this purpose and or new exhibition space are planned to be constructed. In the 

meantime 62 complexes will be completed in the future three years and 15 new 

buildings or developments have been completed. 

Exhibition industry as it is relative to its buildings it is fast growing. The new 

development in bigger or smaller cities is obvious and soon completion of these 

new centers creates ways for filling up these spaces.  Even important centers too 

attracts smaller public exhibitions to fill up their exhibition calendar because they 

be not in tight as before for exhibition space and the date of holding. 

 Mutual /sponsorship cooperation 

One of the new approaches that organizers of consumer exhibition found for 

place time reservation is that to cooperate with other larger commerce exhibitions. 

The larger event through presentation of consumer exhibition adds to its value, 

consumer exhibition occasion based on more visitors and wider marketing invests.  

Here is information presented about consumer exhibition that is according with 

CEIR statistics. 

 



The most popular groups: 

Sports, tourism, entertainments, art and services and consumers services 19.6 % 

Housing and repairing 14.2 % 

Expertise services 9.4 % 

Most Desirable months 

March, 15.1 % 

February 12.3 % 

October, 11.8% 
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